
Oh Twitter — the omnipresent social media leviathan where comedy is once again legal1 

and speech will now, allegedly, be regulated by the government’s standard --2 what would we 

have without you? According to parties in two cases granted cert in October, we’d at least have 

fewer terrorist attacks.3 While these cases (Twitter v. Taamneh and Gonzalez v. Google) ask the 

Court to determine social media’s level of responsibility for terroristic rhetoric and radicalization 

that happens on their platforms, they also give the Court a chance to tackle one former 

president’s occasional nemesis:4 47 U.S.C. §230. 

So what exactly is §230, and how does it tie into terrorism on Twitter? Consider you’re 

back in 1996, the year §230 was passed. After downloading the latest from *NSYNC on Napster, 

you hop on the Nickelodeon forums to discuss their new hit show SpongeBob Squarepants. Once 

on the forum though, you find yourself reading a recruitment post for Al-Qaeda. You’re partly 

surprised as you know that Nickelodeon closely moderates their forums. Does this mean they’re 

endorsing — or more specifically the publisher of — these horrifying messages? One New York 

court thought so. In Stratton Oakmont v. Prodigy Servs. Co. a forum company was held liable for 

defamation due to a post on their moderated site.5 Congress saw a worrying trend emerging with 

cases such as Prodigy and passed §230 in response. Under §230, a provider of an “interactive 

computer service” cannot be considered liable as a result of any action “voluntarily taken in good 

faith to restrict access to” content it considers “lewd, lascivious, filthy, excessively violent, 
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harassing, or otherwise objectionable.”6 With §230 in place, Nickelodeon, or the real-life 

defendant, Prodigy Servs. Co., won’t be considered publishers of comments they host just 

because they engage in moderation. 

Since 1996, the law has mostly remained the same and social media companies are 

generally protected from liability even when rogue users find themselves able to drop company 

stocks by 4%.7 However, the internet never remains the same, and one major way it’s changed 

since 1996 is the implementation of algorithmic content.8 It seems unfair to say that the 

lawmakers of 1996 could predict algorithmic social media content. Is this type of content 

covered by §230? Social media companies want the answer to be yes, and the briefs in Taameh 

and Gonzales outline their persuasive arguments.9 But beyond the black letter law, is this statute 

from 1996 still a good policy for the technology of today? 

In both cases, the injured parties illustrate how ISIS was able to use social media to 

radicalize and recruit. The algorithms, facially neutral to what a post says, would find individuals 

who were most likely to be radicalized and continue to feed them extremist content. This, the 

parties allege, places social media companies beyond the protection of §230.10 Additionally, this 

radicalization death spiral is not unique to ISIS. The rise of white nationalism in the United 
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States has gone hand-in-hand with extremist groups using these algorithms to grow their 

numbers.11 While the social media companies may not have realized their algorithms would be 

used in such a way, Cambridge Analytica and Steve Bannon certainly did.12 
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